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Abstract: In this study, the conceptual framework of brand image is a combination of antecedents and moderatorsthat create differential effects to customer response on customer-based brand equity in the hospitality industry atBangladesh. By constructing a conceptual framework of brand image, hotels will build a competitive advantage inthe hospitality industry that will increase their overall image with long-term sustainability at Bangladesh. Indeed,recent trends in hospitality industry have changed tremendously, and study of a conceptual framework of brandimage in the hospitality industry at Bangladesh is increasingly becoming considerable to keep pace with this change.In this conceptual paper, we have summarized the literatures on currently prevailing concepts and approaches onbrand image that will allow us to identify the conceptual framework of brand image, and therefore will facilitatehotels to enhance their marketing efficiency and effectiveness at Bangladesh. In this framework, we discussed a casestudy in Bangladesh, and in light of the findings of this case study we put forward the notion that the conceptualframework of brand image need to be associated with activities of branded hotels at Bangladesh.
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1. Introduction
*Companies are recurrently interested in buildingstrong brands with positive image and equity. Brandimage plays an active role in developing brandequity. Until now it is still ambiguous as to howbrand equity is cultivated, managed, and maintained(Keller, 2003; Park, 2009; Gordon, 2010). In thispursuit number of research on brand equity hasbeen conducted in the perspective of traditionalgoods, and the significance of brand equity is beingrealized with other products such as in the servicesector (Gordon, 2010). The service sector is not onlyassorted but also has been recognized as one of thelargest and fastest growing sector all over the world.Indeed, the hotel business is experiencing continuedgrowth as a significant segment of the hospitalityindustry within tourism arena, and is a crucialspotlight of service sector (Park, 2009). During thepast two decades beginning 1990’s and to 2000’s,companies’ supply for hospitality services withintourism aspect has created an intense competition in
* Corresponding Author.
the market. For example, Americans are looking forhotels which provide value or benefit, convenience,handiness and healthier alternatives. Owing to agrowing number of hotels, the customer’s heavydemand as well as the economic recession,businesses in the food and accommodation serviceindustry has become more competitive than before(Park, 2009). The increasing competition has hadkey advantages for the customer: increased choiceregarding different alternatives, greater value for themoney, and augmented levels of service(Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2000). Alternatively, inthe competitive and shifting market environmentwith a plenty of new brands, hotels have had toredefine and reinforce or emphasize their brandimage to enable customers to differentiate the hotelsfrom among their rivals. Hence, a strongcompetitiveness of the brand or company has beenmore significant and the need for effective andefficient marketing strategies is evident. In thisperspective, a well-defined brand image in the hotelbusiness is a necessary prerequisite to flourish and
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survive in a speedily as well as rapidly growing inglobal market (Park, 2009).With this background, this paper we attempt topresent a conceptual framework of brand image oncustomer-based brand equity in the hospitalityindustry where investigated Bangladesh as itsenormous potentiality in tourism arena. We havediscussed a conceptual framework that includesbrand awareness, brand association, brandsuperiority, brand affection, brand resonance,corporate social responsibility as antecedents ofbrand image and tourism management along withadvertisement as moderators of brand image that isbased on a comprehensive review of the existingliteratures and a case study of very prominent hotelbrand in Bangladesh. In an attempt to discuss themanagerial implications of the conceptualframework, a scenario based on a case study ispresented in this paper.
2. Overview of hospitality industry within
tourism arena in BangladeshBangladesh is a new hospitality destination onthe map of the world within tourism aspect.Bangladesh has huge potential to develop hospitalityindustry because of its attractive natural beauty andrich cultural heritage within tourism arena. Indeed,the hospitality industry of the country is dominatedby tourism where public and private organizationscan play a vital role. Bangladesh is trying to developits hospitality industry status into local and globalmarket. Nowadays, hospitality industry is one of themain roots of developing the country’s economy andskilled professional human resource. Bangladesh is acountry packed with natural wonders anduntouched reserves and home to a diversity ofunique and wonderful creatures for which touristsor travellers are attracted by diversity of naturalbeauties and creatures. Thus, Bangladeshemphasises hospitality industry within tourismaspect. Now, the hospitality industry of the countryis dominated by an active private sector. In the spanof little over two decades, private sector hassignificantly developed hospitality industry of thecountry in general and the capital of Dhaka as well asCox's Bazar seaside town in particular. For upscaleaccommodation, for many years Dhaka wasdependent on Pan Pacific Sonargaon and DhakaSheraton (now Ruposhi Bangla). Now the WestinDhaka, Radisson Blue Water Garden Hotel,Dhaka Regency Hotel & Resort and Hotel Sarina haveenhanced Dhaka's hospitality industry especiallyhotel industry. And together they are offering about1,400 five star quality rooms. There are about sevenother hotels including Hotel Orchard Plaza, HotelWashington, Best Western La Vinci, Lake Shore Hotel& Apartments, Platinum Suites, Royal ParkResidence, Ascott the Residence which are offeringabout 500 three to four star quality rooms. Inaddition to these rooms, there are about 200 one totwo star quality rooms available in guest houses. Onthe other hand, Hotel Sea Palace Limited, Seagull
Hotel Cox's bazaar, Long Beach Hotel Ltd. and HotelThe Cox Today have enhanced Cox’s bazer’shospitality industry especially hotel industry. Allthese hotels are offering more than 600 five star tofour star quality rooms. Moreover, Hotel CoastalPeace, Hotel Coral Reef, White Orchid and PrimePark Hotel are offering more than 700 one star, twostar and three star quality rooms. For this reason,public sector or in other words the government is nomore required to invest in building hotels. But itdoes not mean that government now has nothing todo. In fact, government now has great responsibilityas facilitator and regulator in leading the sector to aplanned growth. In this connection, government hasdeclared Cox's Bazar Development Authority toboost tourism sector in a planned way where foreigntourists will relax and feel comfortable. Steps havebeen taken to develop road and air communicationespecially for Cox's Bazar that provide to a muchbetter service for the tourists. Public hotels are beingmodernized and expanded. New rest houses are alsogetting established in new tourist places that is thegreat contribution to hospitality industry frompublic sector. Thus, currently both public and privatesector provide impressive contribution forhospitality industry in Bangladesh (www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com). Hospitality industrywithin tourism arena in Bangladesh is managed byBangladesh Parjatan Corporation (BPC) under theMinistry of Civil Aviation and Tourism (MCAT). Theeconomic contribution of hospitality industry withintourism aspect to the national economy is notstudied with reliable statistics. According to the lastBangladesh Country Report 2010 which publishedby the World Travel and Tourism Council(www.wttc.org), forecasted that the contribution ofhospitality industry based on  travel & tourism (TT)to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was expected torise from 3.9% (BDT265.9bn or US$3,786.4mn) in2010 to 4.1% (BDT788.4bn or US$8,781.7mn) by2020. The real GDP growth for the Travel & TourismEconomy (TTE) was expected to be 1.7% in 2010and to average 6.4% per annum over the up-coming10 years. The contribution of the TTE to employmentwas expected to rise from 3.1% of total employment,2,373,000 jobs or 1 in every 32.3 jobs in 2010, to3.2% of total employment, 3,114,000 jobs, or 1 inevery 31.1 jobs by 2020. Export earnings frominternational visitors were expected to generate0.5% of total exports (BDT6.0bn or US$85.8mn) in2010, growing (nominal terms) to BDT20.5bn orUS$228.5mn (0.5% of total) in 2020. In hospitalityindustry based on Travel and Tourism investmentswere estimated at BDT64.0bn, US$911.9mn or 3.7%of total investment in 2010. Within 2020, this willreach BDT190.7bn, US$2,124.5mn or 3.8% of totalinvestment (WTTC, 2010). Additionally, The WorldTravel and Tourism Council (WTTC) and UNWTOreports say that international arrivals have beenpositive in 2012, although in the Euro Zone, due tosovereign debt issues and national strictnesspolicies, tourism spending has declined. The pace ofgrowth in the developing countries, including
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Bangladesh, is faster than in developed nations(www.archive.thedailystar.net/beta2/news/tourism-industry-in-bangladesh/).Finally on the basis of aforementioned discussion,there is a vibrant possibility in hospitality industry ofBangladesh within a tourism aspect. We have thelongest sea beach “Cox's Bazar” and the largestmangrove forest “Sundarbans”. Whereas sustainabletourism which is the alternative form of eco-tourismcan takes a significant role. If we can brand ourtourism sector, it will take a place after garmentsector in earning foreign currency(www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com). Thus, hospitalityindustry within tourism arena in Bangladesh isemerging.
3. Literature review
3.1. Theoretical backgroundFrom a theoretical background, this studydeveloped and proposed a conceptual framework ofbrand image on customer-based brand equity whereAaker’s Customer-Based Brand Equity Framework,Keller’s Customer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE)Pyramid and Baker’s Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR) Model can play key role to establish aconceptual framework for branded hotels context inthe hospitality industry within tourism arena atBangladesh.
3.1.1. Conceptualization of brand equityBrand equity is an excellent pointer of whetherthe brand is powerful or not (Aaker, 1996; Berry,2000; Keller, 1993). For this reason, a brand witheffective brand equity could increase a customer’strust of intangible buying, make tangible theintangible aspects of goods, and reduce theperceived risk of the service purchase by servingcustomers in visualizing and understanding flimsyfeatures of the service product (Berry, 2000). Keller(1993) viewed brand equity from the standpoint ofthe customer; he defined it as “the differential effectof brand knowledge on customer rejoinder to themarketing of the brand” (p. 8). Moreover, uniquebrand associations have been considered thefundamental nature of brand equity (Keller, 1993;McDowell, 2004).
3.1.2. Conceptualization of customer-based
brand equityBrand equity first and mainly well-known andrepresented by Aaker (1991) that it can be said: it isa model solely psychological that equity can beconsidered from the perception of customer andincludes five dimensions. Those are brandawareness, brand associations, perceived quality,brand loyalty and other assets associated brandequity relate to a company. That has been elevatedbasically four dimensions where the first will be
considered to analyze the customer-based brandequity that even Aaker (1991) has used from thesefour factors in other theories and fifth factor isconversed as a communication channel between thecompany and other factors. It could be concludedthat brand equity from a marketing point of view is acustomer-oriented approach that identifies brandvalue to both customers and companies. For brandequity, customer’s benefits should consider theirconfidence, satisfaction and trust. On the other hand,for brand equity, companies benefit should considerby making profits and capitalizing on their brands tofurther develop the business and survive for a longperiod.
3.1.3. Aaker’s customer-based brand equity
frameworkAaker (1991) underlies brand equity as “a set offive types of brand assets or liabilities connectedwith a brand’s name and symbol that add to orsubtract from the value supplied by a product orservice” p. 15. These brand assets assist customersto interpret, understand, process, and stock upinformation about products and brands by adding orsubtracting its values. From Aaker’s point of view,brand equity is “customer-based” in place of“financial based”. As a result, customer-based brandequity would be more significant for hospitalityindustry within tourism arena at service sector suchas restaurants and hotels rather than financial-basedbrand equity. In Aaker’s model, brand equity consistsof five dimensions: brand awareness, brandperceived quality, brand associations, brand loyaltyand brand assets.
3.1.4. Keller’s customer-based brand equity
modelKeller (2003) proposed the mostcomprehensively framework of customer-basedbrand equity. Keller proposed a chain of four stepswhich underlies brand salience, brand performanceand imagery, brand judgement and feelings andbrand resonance for building a strong brand, withthe success of each steps dependent on thecompletion of the preceding steps. These steps havebeen exemplified in the customer-based brandequity pyramid.
3.1.5. Baker’s corporate social responsibility
(CSR) modelAccording to Baker (2001), affirmed that CSRefforts in an organization can impact as well asdominance society in four main realms that is- (a)the environment, (b) community, (c) workplace and(d) the marketplace. The author furtherrecommended that these four CSR impact as well asdominance realms are tied to the related stakeholdergroups for the organizations. The key stakeholdersthat are impacted by the four CSR impact as well as
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influence realms are: (1) shareholders, (2)employees and unions, (3) local communities, and(4) the government. Baker (2001) furtherrecommended that a company should develop aswell as execute carefully planned CSR initiatives todifferentiate itself as a leader in terms of being ananswerable business entity and show its sympathyas well as empathy as a responsible business entityand build strong brand image into marketplace atmodern marketing environment.
3.2. Overview of background knowledgeFrom an overview of background knowledgeviewpoint, the identification of all the relevantinfluences of background knowledge based ontheoretical background is important in theconstruction of a conceptual framework that canguide brand image for this study.
3.2.1. Definition of brandBrand means a combination of identification anddifferentiation that draw strong attention to theproduct for customers. The brand brings value tocustomers as well as companies. In customers’ pointof view, companies try to satisfy their customers byproviding customers’ desire list of values, wherevalue means benefit. On the other hand whencustomers are satisfied by getting values fromcompanies, customers may provide value tocompanies. During the interaction betweencompanies and customers, some unique values thatcustomers occupy into the mind which is calledbrand (Aaker, 1991).
3.2.2. Brand awarenessBrand awareness, according to Keller (2008), thatholds brand recognition and brand recallperformance. In cooperation, both are importantcomponents in sustaining brand equity whose mainaim to achieve a strong brand image with long termrelationship that indicate brand loyalty. Brandrecognition is defined as the customers’ ability toauthenticate earlier revelation to the brand whengiven the brand as an indication while brand recall iscustomers’ ability to recoup the brand from memorywhen given the product category, the needs satisfiedby the category, or a purchase or habit situation as areminder (Keller, 2008).
3.2.3. Brand associationBrand associations are tremendously helpful formarketers. Marketers make use of brandassociations to differentiate, position, and extendbrands, to build and create positive attitudes andfeelings towards brands, and to recommendattributes or benefits of purchasing or using aparticular brand (Aaker, 1991). On the other hand,brand associations are more effective for the
customers than the marketers. The approach as wellas the way a brand association creates value to thecustomer will depend on the customer’s perceptionof value. In support of each individual, reality is acompletely personal observable fact, based on thatperson’s needs, wants, and personal experiences.
3.2.4. Brand superiorityThe substance realm for brand superiority islimited to Keller’s (2003) conceptualization of thepull together. As a result, the following dialogueprovides a significant review of the brand attitudeliterature as it narrates to brand superiority. Brandattitudes and brand superiority are extremelycorrelated each other and generate in that while theyboth communicate with the customer’s aggregatecognitive evaluation of a target brand. The majordifference lies in the conflicting operationalization ofeach construct or builds from a measurementperspective. Brand attitudes are first and foremostmeasured using a semantic differential scaleattached by contrasting adjectives. Brand superioritymeasures the customer’s aggregate cognitiveevaluation of the brand in next of kin to competingbrands.
3.2.5. Brand affectionCustomer’s affective reaction to advertisements,to the consumption of goods, use of services, and inconnection with customer satisfaction has beenexamined comprehensively by preceding research(Bagozzi et al., 1999; Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001;Mano & Oliver, 1993; Matzler et al., 2006; Mooradian& Oliver, 1997; Richins, 1997; Thompson et al.,2006). Preceding findings have pointed toward thatemotions play an important role in customerreaction and engage a vital position in consumerbehaviour literature (Bagozzi et al., 1999; Chaudhuri& Holbrook, 2001 Richins, 1997). In a modernattitude model, Bagozzi (1992) proposed thatemotional responses arbitrated the relationshipbetween cognitive appraisals and behaviouralintentions to a prearranged stimulus. This modelillustrated the significance that affects use forpredicting customer’s behavioural intentions on thepart of a product or brand.
3.2.6. Brand resonanceBrand resonance underlies to the finalrelationship that customers apprehend told a brandas well as the spread to which the customer feels “insync” with a certain brand (Keller, 2003). Withproper brand resonance, customers articulate a highdegree of loyalty to the brand like that theyenthusiastically quest means to intermingle with thebrand and allocate their experiences with others.Organizations that are able to accomplish brandresonance should harvest a host of benefits, for
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instance, greater price premiums and more efficientand effective marketing programs (Keller 2003).
3.2.7. Corporate social responsibility (CSR)More organizations today are beginning tounderstand the significance of corporate socialresponsibility (CSR), and its impact on societal well-being, aside from the aggregate supremacy of thesupply chain processes of every organization (MuraliRaman et al., 2012). In the past, financialperformance was the main principle to evaluate afirm’s value. Higher ranks were given toorganizations that offer greater marginseconomically. Maximization of shareholders’ wealthwas, until, the central point of profit-drivenorganizations. In this consideration, the stress onCSR in the past was not apparent. In this decade, onthe other hand, the perception about CSR haschanged considerably (Almohammad, 2010). At thepresent the success of a company is also beingmeasured by its contribution to society (Pokorny,1995; Saunders, 2006). Individualistic andunprincipled behaviour in business can be preventedby Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)(Pakseresht, 2010). Nowadays most organizationsare opening to realize the significance of CSR and itsimpact on societal well-being.
3.2.8. Tourism managementBasically, tourism is a product that consumed bytourists and managing this consumption processthrough tourists is called tourism management(Page, S., 2011). Indeed, tourism is a vast sector butthe perspective of this study, here consider hotelsector. In the context of tourism, hotels can play anactive role on hospitality industry. On the otherhand, hotels provide services which are the majorcomponent of tourism management. So, in tourismmanagement, in a sense of hotels that facilitatesexplicit intangibles and implicit intangibles services.For explicit intangibles are the comfortable staysovernight with food provided by the room and dine.In same time, implicit intangibles are the benefitslike service, enjoyment and relaxation (Meng, 2006).
3.2.9. AdvertisementAdvertisement is a method of marketing thatprovides information about product. Throughadvertisement customers not only get informationbut also it pursues and remind customer forpurchasing product. The main objective ofadvertisement is to create product image anddirectly pursue customers to purchase product (Parket al., 2008). At present, different types ofadvertising media have been presented into modernmarketing world. Billboards, newspapers andmagazines play as a first generation advertisingmedia. Radio and Television play as a nextgeneration advertising media and now both media is
the most popular in the advertisement world.Recently, Internet and Mobile network haveintroduced as a new type of advertising media (Parket al., 2008). So, all of these advertising media canplay an active role for advertisement and with thehelp of these advertising media marketers providetheir product (branded hotels) information tocustomers (tourists).
3.2.10. Brand imageBrand image, an important building block incustomer-based brand equity, is destined as“perceptions about a brand which reflected by thebrand associations apprehended in customer’smemory” (Keller, 1998). Even though the term ornotion brand image has been largely defined andused in diverse ways, one common agreement of thedefinition is that brand image is a customer’saggregate impression of a particular brand whichinfluence of a customer’s emotional perceptions(Dobni & Zinkhan, 1990; Aaker, 1996). According toHsieh and Li (2008), strong brand image doesconstruct a superior brand message of a particularbrand over the rivalry brand into a competitivemarket. Consequently, not only customer’sbehaviour but also customer’s purchasing decisionwill be affected and determined by brand image(Burmann et al., 2008).Finally, a review of theoretical and empiricalliterature based on theoretical background whichincludes Conceptualization of Brand Equity,Conceptualization of Customer-Based Brand Equity,Aaker’s Customer-Based Brand Equity Framework,Keller’s Customer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE)Pyramid and Baker’s Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR) Model. While it is understood that the final aimis to build brand image on customer-based brandequity, the challenge is to establish questions of thestudy as well as objects of the study with the help ofproblem statement and quantify the improvement ofthe conceptual framework and hypotheses based onbackground knowledge for this study.
4. Problem statementAccording to the current literatures on branding,brand image has a momentous impact on the brandequity factors which are interrelated in a company’svalue chain (Batra & Homer, 2004; Ataman &Ulengin, 2003; Rio et al., 2001; Bhat & Reddy, 1998;Kwun, & Oh, 2007; Kim et al., 2003). While theantecedents of brand image could be principal andprime sources of building a positive image toenhance as well as improve success in brandmanagement, there is very limited research on theantecedents of brand image such as brandawareness (Schuiling & Kapferer, 2004; Esch et al.,2006), brand association (Aaker, 1991; Schiffmanand Kanuk 2002), brand superiority (Keller, 2003;Mittal, 1990), brand affection (Bagozzi et al., 1999;Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001), brand resonance(Keller, 2003; 2002 & 2009) and corporate social
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responsibility (Pakseresht, 2010; Murali Raman etal., 2012) in the field of hospitality industry withintourism arena at service sector. Simultaneously, onthe basis of comprehensive review of previousresearch literatures regarding hospitality industryespecially hospitality industry in Bangladesh whichis emerging, still there is no research about thedegree of tourism management and advertisementthat have a moderating effect on brand awareness,brand association, brand superiority, brandaffection, brand resonance and corporate socialresponsibility towards brand image on customer-based brand equity in the hospitality industry inBangladesh. Moreover, in the perspective ofBangladesh, the hospitality industry especially hotelsare threaten due to lack of experiences of marketersabout the impact of factors influences brand image.Thus, the hospitality industry within tourism arenain Bangladesh is being challenged and complicatedto improve or progress their market performance bybrand image, identifying factors or determinateswhich have an impact on favorable or positive brandimage could be a fundamental question formarketers in the hospitality industry within tourismarena at service sector of Bangladesh. Furthermore,previous research has completely ignored the impactof factors influences brand image in the hospitalityindustry especially hotel sector at Bangladesh.Hence, a review of the marketing literature revealsworldwide brand image research in various sectorssuch as healthcare, fashion, publishing, FMCG sectorand other fields, there is little evidence of brandimage research strictly in the hotel sector ofhospitality industry.
5. Questions of the studyAfter an in-depth review of literature, fourquestions were generated for the marketing point ofview (customer-oriented approach).RQ1. Do brand awareness, brand association,brand superiority, brand affection, brand resonanceand corporate social responsibility affect brandimage?RQ2. Does the degree of tourism managementhave a moderating effect on brand awareness, brandassociation, brand superiority, brand affection,brand resonance and corporate social responsibilitytowards brand image?RQ3. Does the degree of advertisement have amoderating effect on brand awareness, brandassociation, brand superiority, brand affection,brand resonance and corporate social responsibilitytowards brand image?RQ4. How can a conceptual framework beconstructed for brand image on customer-basedbrand equity?
6. Objectives of the studyBased upon the associated literature andtheoretical background of Aaker’s Customer-BasedBrand Equity Framework (1996), Keller’s Customer-
Based Brand Equity Pyramid (2003) and Baker’sCorporate Social Responsibility Model (2001), theobjectives of this study are:(a) To investigate the effect of brand imageantecedents including brand awareness, brandassociation, brand superiority, brand affection,brand resonance and corporate social responsibility(b) To explore the moderating effect of the degreeof tourism management on brand awareness, brandassociation, brand superiority, brand affection,brand resonance and corporate social responsibilitytowards brand image(c) To explore the moderating effect of the degreeof advertisement on brand awareness, brandassociation, brand superiority, brand affection,brand resonance and corporate social responsibilitytowards brand image(d) To develop a conceptual framework of brandimage on customer-based brand equity
7. Develop a conceptual frameworkFor the purpose of this study, a conceptualframework (see Fig.1 a Conceptual Framework) isdeveloped based on theoretical background andtheir related background knowledge. Thisconceptual framework permits the study topostulate the antecedents of brand image (brandawareness, brand association, brand superiority,brand affection, brand resonance and corporatesocial responsibility) and moderating role of thedegree of tourism management and advertisementon brand awareness, brand association, brandsuperiority, brand affection, brand resonance andcorporate social responsibility towards brand image.In the context of a conceptual framework, the abovementioned antecedents of brand image can consideras independent variables, the degree of tourismmanagement and advertisement can consider asmoderating variables. Furthermore, within belowconceptual framework independent variables(antecedents of brand image) include brandawareness, brand association, brand superiority,brand affection, brand resonance and corporatesocial responsibility affect brand image(independent variables). Simultaneously,independent variables include brand awareness,brand association; brand superiority, brandaffection, brand resonance and corporate socialresponsibility are moderated by the degree oftourism management and advertisement(moderating variables) towards brand image(dependent variable).
8. Design the hypothesesBased on a widespread review of the previouslydiscussed literature, the following hypothesesformed a conceptual framework for this study:
8.1. The role of brand awareness for brand image
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According to Keller (2008), brand awarenessembraces brand recognition and brand recallperformance into the mind of customers. Indeed,both are imperative components in sustainingcustomer-based brand equity whose main aspire toaccomplish a strong brand image with long termrelationship. It also persuades perceptions andattitudes, and can be a driver for brand loyalty thatthe ultimate goal is to construct a strong brandimage (Aaker, 1991). Swerdlick (2008) states that
brand awareness is necessary because : it is anessential condition for insertion in the set of brandsbeing considered for purchase; next in low-involvement decision settings it can be a sufficientcondition for choice; and it influences the nature andstrength of associations that encompass as well asbuild  strong brand image. Thus:H1: Brand awareness has a positive effect onbrand image.
Fig. 1: A Conceptual framework
8.2 The Role of Brand Association for Brand
ImageKeller (1993) stated brand image as “a set ofassociations connected with the brand thatcustomers squeeze in memory” (p. 3). A brand imageis cool, quiet and composed of a set of associationsthat influence the brand in the mind of thecustomers. Brand associations are considered as aninformational nodes linked with a brand node thatcomprises the meaning of the brand in the mind ofthe customers (Keller, 1998). Brand associations aresimply feelings and thoughts associated with thebrand in the mind of the customers (Keller, 1993)and therefore, the associations do not carry anevaluative or emotional element to them. As a result,the insertion of brand attitude and brand image asconceptualized in this cram stands in desolatecomparison to the manner in which brandassociations have been expressed. Faircloth et al.,(2001) observed the impact of brand associations oncustomers’ attitudes and overall image. Inadditionally, they found that specific brand
associations have a positive impact on the aggregatebrand image. Thus:H2: Brand association has a significant effect onbrand image.
8.3. The role of brand superiority for brand
imageBrand superiority states to the level ofuniqueness and differentiation that the brand holdsin the mind of the customer and connecting withother brands in the same product category.Primarily, a brand is superior if it can offeradvantages that other brands cannot hold for whichthat particular brand build strong brand imagerather than those brands who cannot takeadvantages regarding uniqueness and differentiation(Keller, 2003). Therefore, brand superiority signifiesthe uniqueness and differential impact that thebrand has on the customer and create strong brandimage in the mind of the customers. Thus:H3: Brand superiority has a positive relation withbrand image.
8.4. The role of brand affection for brand image
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Customer’s affective reaction as well as responseto advertisements, to the consumption of goods, useof services, and in relationship with brand image hasbeen examined as well as verified comprehensivelyand broadly by preceding research (Bagozzi et al.,1999; Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; Mano & Oliver,1993; Matzler et al., 2006; Mooradian & Oliver, 1997;Richins, 1997; Thompson et al., 2006). Dick and Basu(1994) posed that positive affection and feelings areconnected with higher levels of brand image.Therefore, considering brand affect the customer-based brand equity that is confirmed by Keller (2001& 2003) should focus on building strong brandimage. Thus:H4: Brand affection has a positive connectionwith brand image.
8.5. The role of brand resonance for brand imageBrand resonance indicates to the finalrelationship that customers apprehend told a brandand the spread to which the customer feels “in sync”with a particular brand and response based on theircognitive evaluation of the image of the brand(Keller, 2003). A commitment along with a sense ofresonance have permitted the brand to achievehigher prices, positive word of mouth and loweradvertising cost in the long run as well as retaininglost customers which might help to flourish newmomentum of brand image that is most importantfor brand resonance (Chaudhuri,1999). Dick andBasu (1994) point out that brand resonance favorspositive brand image and greater affection withinloyal customers. For this reason, brand resonance isencompassed brand loyalty which goal is to buildstrong brand image and also maintain relationshipfor a long period of time. Thus:H5: Brand resonance has a positive impact onbrand image.
8.6. The role of corporate social responsibility
(CSR) for brand imageMany studies have been accomplished connectingCSR to customer loyalty as well as increase brandimage by proper establishment of customer-basedbrand equity. Contemporary review of CSR relatedliterature underlies that well applied CSR inceptionscan develop customer loyalty and build strong brandimage that constructed by customer-based brandequity (Almohammad, 2010; Saunders, 2006;Pakseresht, 2010). To win loyalty along with brandresonance in today’s markets, companies have toencompass on building and maintaining customerloyalty and CSR has become a useful tool in thisconsideration that end result is to increase brandimage as well as continuously communicate withCSR for sustaining brand image and brand resonancefor which customers’ reaction positively keep andhold to brand for long period of time. CSR mightaffect the value of a company’s brand and its brandperformance which goal is to build strong brandimage. Thus:
H6: Corporate Social Responsibility has a positiveeffect on brand image.
8.7. The moderating role of tourism management
to brand awareness for brand imageActually, tourism is a product where it isconsumed by tourists through proper managementsystem (Page, S., 2011). According to Meng (2006),tourists (customers) can aware about tourismproduct facilities through tourism management.However, according to Keller (2008), awarenessencompasses recognition and recall performanceinto the mind of customers (tourists). As a result, therole of brand awareness for brand image may differby the degree of tourism management. Thus:H7: The effect of brand awareness on brandimage can be moderated by tourism management.
8.8. The moderating role of tourism management
to brand association for brand imageTourism management provides explicitintangibles and implicit intangibles service fortourists (Meng, 2006). For explicit intangibles arethe comfortable stays overnight with food providedby the room and dine at hotel. In same time, implicitintangibles are the benefits like service, enjoymentand relaxation provided by tourism management(Meng, 2006). In this regard, all these facilities arethe major elements of brand association becausebrand association is considered as an attributesconnected with a brand (Keller, 1998 & 2008).According to Bauer et al. (2008) and Keller (1993),positive customer based brand equity can be createdby positive, favorable, and unique associations ofbrand. Therefore, the role of brand association forbrand image may differ by the degree of tourismmanagement. Thus:H8: The tourism management has a significantmoderating effect on brand association towardsbrand image.
8.9. The moderating role of tourism management
to brand superiority for brand imageTourism management facilitates bundle ofactivities, services and benefits that includedestination attractions, destination facilities,accessibility, image and price (Medlik and Middleton,1973). According to Athanassopoulos (2000) andBolton & Lemon (1999), brand superiority underliesquality assessment through cognitive knowledge. Sotourism management facilities are evaluated bycognitive knowledge. As a result, the role of brandsuperiority for brand image may differ by the degreeof tourism management. Thus:H9: The effect of brand superiority on brandimage can be moderated by tourism management.
8.10. The moderating role of tourism
management to brand affection for brand image
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Tourism can be segmented into differentcategories like holiday travel, visiting friends andrelatives (VFR), business travel, health treatment,shopping, conference, incentive travel, officialmission, education, sport and others travel (MalaysiaTourism Promotion Board, 2004). In this regard,tourism management articulates different attractiveactivities for tourists (customers) that attempts tostrike into a tourist’s feelings toward tourismproduct. According to Matzler et al. (2006) andThompson et al. (2006), customer’s affectiveresponse as well as emotional response influencestheir purchasing decisions. However, tourist’s feelingtowards tourism product can be affected by affectionas well as emotional response. Therefore, the role ofbrand affection for brand image may differ by thedegree of tourism management. Thus:H10: Tourism management has a significantmoderating effect on brand affection towards brandimage.
8.11. The moderating role of tourism
management to brand resonance for brand
imageIn tourism management, tourist preferences andvalues are considerable for providing services totourist in terms of enjoyment as well as relaxationthat include destination attractions, hotel facilities,accessibility, image and price (Apostolakis and Jaffry,2005). According to international Association ofScientific Experts in Tourism (2001), Tourism is thecombination of phenomena as well as relationshipsoccurring from the travel and focus on residents aswell as non-residents. In this context, building long-term relationships with tourists (customers),tourism management can play an important role.Moreover, ultimate goal of long-term relationships isto create loyalty with customers (tourists) and makepositive preferences into the mind of customers(tourists) that is the main motto of brand resonance(Keller, 2003). As a result, the role of brandresonance for brand image may differ by the degreeof tourism management. Thus:H11: The effect of brand resonance on brandimage can be moderated by tourism management.
8.12. The moderating role of tourism
management to corporate social responsibility
for brand imageWilliams (2004) underlies that tourism providesdifferent types of socio-cultural advantages forsociety if it is developed and managed by societalresponsible manner. In this context, thisdevelopment is to promote and invest in sustainabletourism. It is an alternative form of tourism thatassists to protect the natural, cultural and socialenvironment of a destination. On the other hand,Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has beencreated by the many confronts which are associatedwith different issues of the environment (Creel andTimothy, 2012). Steve Hoeffler and Kevin Keller
(2002) state Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)that can assist an organization to constructcustomer-based brand equity that objective is tomake brand image. Therefore, the role of corporatesocial responsibility for brand image may differ bythe degree of tourism management. Thus:H12: The effect of corporative socialresponsibility on brand image can be moderated bytourism management.
8.13. The moderating role of advertisement to
brand awareness for brand imageFrom marketing point of view, advertisement intodifferent types of media provides information aboutproduct. Through product information, customerscan aware about product (Park et al., 2008). On theother hand, awareness assists organizations to buildstrong brand image (Keller, 2009). As a result, therole of brand awareness for brand image may differby the degree of advertisement. Thus:H13: Advertisement has a significant moderatingeffect on brand awareness towards brand image.
8.14. The moderating role of advertisement to
brand association for brand imageWith the help of advertisement into differenttypes of media, marketers inform customers aboutfunctional attributes of product (Mitchell, 2003). Asa result, functional attributes of product consider asbrand association (Keller, 1998 & 2008). On theother hand, brand association has a great impact onbrand image (Faircloth et al., 2001). Therefore, therole of brand association for brand image may differby the degree of advertisement. Thus:H14: The effect of brand association on brandimage can be moderated by advertisement.
8.15. The moderating role of advertisement to
brand superiority for brand imageThrough advertisement into different types ofmedia, marketers inform customers about uniquefeatures of product. With the help of unique featuresof product, marketers try to gain attention from theirtarget customers (Park et al., 2008). As a result,unique features of product consider as brandsuperiority that create appropriate meaning andfeeling into the mind of customers (Mitchell, 2003).On the other hand, brand superiority implies uniqueentity that has a great impact on brand image(Keller, 2003). Therefore, the role of brandsuperiority for brand image may differ by the degreeof advertisement. Thus:H15: Advertisement has a significant moderatingeffect on brand superiority towards brand image.
8.16. The moderating role of advertisement to
brand affection for brand image
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Advertisements in various advertising mediacreate high involvement level with customers.Advertisement is a form of communication thatcreates positive attitudes, emotions and love into themind of customers (Mitchell, 2003). As a result,positive attitudes, emotions and love to the productfrom customers consider as brand affection(Chaudhuri and Holbrook, 2001). On the other hand,positive brand affection is associated with higherlevel of brand image (Dick and Basu 1994).Therefore, the role of brand affection for brandimage may differ by the degree of advertisement.Thus:H16: The effect of brand affection on brand imagecan be moderated by advertisement.
8.17. The moderating role of advertisement to
brand resonance for brand imageAt present, different types of advertising mediafocus on advertisement. Through advertisement,marketers create strong communication with theircustomers (Mitchell, 2003 and Park et al., 2008). Dueto the strong communication with customersthrough advertisement, marketers create strongrelationship with customers. As a result, strongrelationship with customers considers brandresonance (Keller, 2002 & 2003). On the other hand,brand resonance has a great impact on brand image(Keller, 2008 & 2009). Therefore, the role of brandresonance for brand image may differ by the degreeof advertisement. Thus:H17: Advertisement has a significant moderatingeffect on brand resonance towards brand image.
8.18. The moderating role of advertisement to
corporate social responsibility for brand imageNowadays, advertisement is a communicationchannel of marketing to provide product informationinto different types of media (Park et al., 2008).Today’s marketing is so competitive. So, currentlyorganizations not only provide product informationbut also inform customers about their activities forenvironment, society and humanity throughadvertisement into different types of media (Keller2008 & 2009). All these activities of organizationsfor environment, society and humanity consider ascorporate social responsibility. However, withinadvertisement, marketers provide productinformation in such way that implies their producthas a huge impact on environment, society andhumanity (Park et al., 2008; Creel and Timothy,2012; De Mooij, 2013). With the help of corporatesocial responsibility, companies build positiveperception into the mind of customers(Almohammad, 2010; Saunders, 2006; Pakseresht,2010). On the other hand, corporate socialresponsibility has a great impact on brand image(Almohammad, 2010). Therefore, the role ofcorporate social responsibility for brand image maydiffer by the degree of advertisement. Thus:
H18: The effect of corporate social responsibilityon brand image can be moderated by Advertisement.
9. Case studyA case study of one Bangladeshi brand hotel wasundertaken to explain the approach of a conceptualframework of brand image (antecedents andmoderators). The action points suggested throughthis case study reinforced the proposed conceptualframework of brand image that act as combination ofantecedents and moderators towards brand imagewhere all elements of suggested framework play asbrand image antecedents and moderators regardingbranded hotels of Bangladesh. This case study isalmost similar in terms of previous case studies(Latif, 2014 & 2015).
9.1. Six seasons residence and boutique hotelSIX SEASONS, the truly, international standard,boutique style, small, luxury hotel in capital cityDhaka at Bangladesh, which has a very high degreeof personalized service is owned and managed by aSri Lanka based BOI (Board Of Investment) companyin Dhaka. SIX SEASONS hotel is the only hotel inBangladesh to be certified with ISO 2000 and HACCP.SIX SEASONS hotel started their activities fromJanuary-2000 and since then it has been runningwith good reputation as well as customersatisfaction. At starting it was managed by Confifihotel Chain and now it is operated by owner STS(Shanta, Tropica and Sepal) Group. The STS Groupalso running several business enterprises includingApollo Hospital Dhaka, ISD School, DPS School,Shanta Garments, LonkaBangla Finance etc. SIXSEASONS hotel is conveniently located beside airportroad as well as the diplomatic zone at Banani leadingto the main city, and adjacent to the diplomaticenclave and upcoming blue chip commercial hub ofBaridhara, Gulshan & Banani, only 7km from themain international airport. The hotel is comprising66 rooms and suites including all rooms feature king,queen or twin size beds, large work areas with high-speed internet, twenty four hours air-conditioningservice, in-room safe, mini bar, tea/coffee makingfacilities and ironing facilities. SIX SEASONS hotel isdoing regular sales visit to the differentorganizations (RMG, FMCG, MEDIA, MEDICALCOLLEGE, HOSPITALS, NGO, different AIDorganizations such as UNAID, German AID, USAIDetc.). The hotel management maintaining a very goodrelation with the media sectors especially the printmedia as well as electronic media. They are using theintegrated marketing tools in their marketingstrategy and business expansion. They distribute Eidfestival Greetings Card, New Year and ChristmasGreetings Card. They also distribute their specialCake & gift hampers to their most valuable and bigclients time to time. SIX SEASONS hotel providesdifferent services for the consumers. In general,inside each room they provide air condition, DVDplayer, and television with cable, mini bar, free
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newspaper, hairdryer, outlet adapters, turndownservice, and iron with ironing board, smokedetectors and sprinklers in rooms. As room service,they also provide elevators, executive level corridor,ice machine, 24 hour security, phone service etc.Outside the rooms they provide outdoor pool, fitnesscentre, gym, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Steam bath, businesscentre, laundry service, shoe polishing service,concierge desk, wake-up service, meeting/banquetfacilities, car rental desk, boutiques, conferencefacilities, currency exchange, outside catering,accessible facilities for wheel chair access etc.Overall, the SIX SEASONS hotel is a three star andinternational standard boutique hotel. The mainconcept of boutique hotel is personalized service. Inthis regard, the hotel is providing their best supportto make their consumers happy and satisfied. Forexample, if one consumer wants to eat less spicyfood their kitchen people make a note and try tomake the food according the consumer choice. Thelocation of SIX SEASONS hotel is in a good diplomaticarea and the environment is very calm and quiet.The hotel cost is reasonable according to theservices. The hotel also does outside catering whichis one of their specialties. Adding another feather intheir cap, SIX SEASONS hotel was awarded with the“Certificate of Excellence” for year 2013 by TripAdvisor. This prestigious award, which placesorganizations in the top-performing 10% of allbusinesses worldwide on Trip Advisor, is given tobusinesses that consistently earn high ratings fromTrip Advisor travellers. Couple of months ago, TripAdvisor placed SIX SEASONS, the best hotel in termsof guest reviews in Bangladesh and now has beenrecognized amongst the best globally, which amplyproves beyond doubt SIX SEASONS has earned thetop slot amongst the best in the world from its ownpatrons. In fact, consumers are fall in love to SIXSEASONS hotel because they maintain a goodrelationship between their hotel customers and theirpatrons those are providing or trying to provide thelink that assist their business operations. They arehighly concern about customer satisfaction. Theymaintain a customer comments sheet and if anycomplaint is there, they will try to remove with toppriority basis. SIX SEASONS has suggestion boxwhere customers as well as employees can droptheir suggestions with written format. After a timebeing SIX SEASONS hotel will organize corporatedinner party, cocktails party, BBQ party where mostof the hosts are invited from different organizations.SIX SEASONS hotel practices good relations withdiplomats, Embassy and High Commission.Moreover, SIX SEASONS hotel tries to provide extraservices which are out of customer’s expectation. Forexample, one customer he or she is staying withthem for four days during that time his/her birthdaymay be occurred. Suddenly they will arrange asurprise birthday party only honour of his or herhonorary. Furthermore, SIX SEASONS has adaptedcorporate social responsibility as a part of theirmission. They have made corporate socialresponsibility one of the important principles of
their business. In the context of corporate socialresponsibility, SIX SEASONS hotel provides goodfood like Chicken Briany every Saturday of a weekfor 150 persons to missionary of charity at Islampur.They also provide Chicken Briany every 18th day for175 persons, 20th day for 100 persons, 27th day for100 persons and 31st day for 100 persons of amonth at different places those are BotomolyOrphanage at Farmget, missionary of charity atTejgaon, Jagoroni Jute Holicross at Tejgaon, road sidepeople at several areas of Dhaka city and AshkonaOrphanage Centre. On the other hand, SIX SEASONSprovides information regarding services to touristthrough both electronic and print media that includedestination attractions, hotel facilities, accessibility,image and price in terms of enjoyment as well asrelaxation. For example, they provide information totourists about tourist attractions on the CrescentLake in Dhaka at Bangladesh. Moreover, they alsoprovide information to tourists about heritageattraction on the Lalbagh Fort and the Ahsan Manzilin Dhaka at Bangladesh. Additionally, they concernabout the entertainment services to tourist in termsof enjoyment as well as relaxation that includeevening cultural entertainment, serving quality offood in restaurant, shopping conveniences andbeautiful outside location for entertainment. Hence,they provide playground, gym, swimming pool andadult game zone for entertainment to tourists(customers). All of these services have been shownby its official website. SIX SEASONS hotel isassociated with the popular name of STS (Shanta,Tropica and Sepal) Group. The name itself hasearned a lot of reputation from the market with theirseveral business enterprises including ApolloHospital Dhaka, ISD School, DPS School, ShantaGarments, LonkaBangla Finance etc. SIX SEASONShotel serves not only staff training and medicalawareness programs twice a month for its staffmembers but also arranges awareness programs forSIX SEASONS hotel’s customers and tries to educatethem on several areas that are concerning issue tothe development of hospitality industry. On the otherhand, STS Group is associated with several servicessuch as hospitality, heath care, education andgarments those are well-known to customers andsimultaneously customers are highly experiencedabout STS Group at Bangladesh. The top priority ofSIX SEASONS hotel is quality and service. The hotelnever compromise with quality at any cost and theystrive to provide their guests and clients with thebest service at their level best. Additionally,Customer satisfaction is their main goal. They strictlymaintain a standard for which customers alwayskeep with them. They arrange surveys and monitor atrack on customer feedback forms and also takeinitiatives where is needed for better performanceand keep touch with customers. SIX SEASONS hotelwants their customers feel a hotel like a home, bothin the comfort and safety perspective. SIX SEASONShotel is fully secured with CC cameras on all floorswith emergency support and they maintain a goodlevel of trust with their customers based on
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commitment and co-operation. In this regard,customers are faithful to SIX SEASONS hotel. Due toquality services within hospitality industry, SIXSEASONS hotel becomes a trustworthy brand withinhotel sector. In these circumstances, they create aspace into customers’ mind and customers become aloyal not only behavioural perspective but alsoattitudinal perspective. All are incurred by theiractives regarding quality services, commitment andenthusiastic co-operation towards customers and
also positive performances within hospitalityindustry at Bangladesh. The following table (Table1:The Antecedents and Moderators of Brand Image ofSIX SEASONS residence and boutique hotel)represents the evidence of a conceptual frameworkof brand image of SIX SEASONS residence andboutique hotel with considering the designedhypotheses of this study(http://www.sixseasonshotel.com).
Table1: The antecedents and moderators of brand image of SIX SEASONS residence and boutique hotel
Antecedents and Moderators toward Brand Image
Antecedents SIX SEASONS residence and boutique hotel
Awareness
SIX SEASONS residence and boutique hotel is doing regular sales visit to the different organizations(RMG, FMCG, MEDIA, MEDICAL COLLEGE, HOSPITALS, NGO, different AID organizations such as UNAID,German AID, USAID etc.). Moreover, SIX SEASONS hotel serves not only staff training and medicalawareness programs twice a month for its staff members but also arranges awareness programs for SIXSEASONS hotel’s customers and tries to educate them on several areas that are concerning issue to thedevelopment of hospitality industry at Bangladesh.
Association
SIX SEASONS residence and boutique hotel provides different services for consumers. In general, insidethe rooms they provide air condition, DVD player, television with cable, mini bar, free newspaper,hairdryer, outlet adapters, turndown service, iron with ironing board, smoke detectors, sprinklers,elevators, executive level corridor, ice machine, 24 hour security, phone service etc. Outside the roomsthey provide outdoor pool, fitness centre, gym, Jacuzzi, Sauna, steam bath, business centre, laundryservice, shoe polishing service, concierge desk, wake-up service, multilingual, meeting/banquet facilities,car rental desk, boutiques, conference facilities etc. In dinning, they provide several buffet menus.
Superiority
SIX SEASONS hotel is a three star and international standard boutique hotel. The main concept ofboutique hotel is personalized services. They are providing their best support to make their consumershappy and satisfied. For example, if one consumer wants to eat less spicy food their kitchen people makea note and try to make a food according a consumer choice. The location of SIX SEASONS hotel is in agood diplomatic area and the environment is very calm and quiet. The hotel cost is reasonable accordingto the services. They also do outside catering which is one of their specialties. Adding another feather intheir cap, SIX SEASONS hotel was awarded with the “Certificate of Excellence” for year 2013 by TripAdvisor.
Affection
In fact, consumers are fall in love to SIX SEASONS hotel because they are highly concern about customersatisfaction. They maintain a customer comments sheet and if any complaint is there, they will try toremove with top priority basis. SIX SEASONS hotel tries to provide extra services which are out ofcustomer’s expectation. For example, one customer he or she is staying with them for four days duringthat time his/her birthday may be occurred. Suddenly they will arrange a surprise birthday party onlyhonour of his or her honorary.
Resonance SIX SEASONS hotel practices good relations with diplomats, Embassy and High Commission. Theymaintain a good relationship between their hotel customers and their patrons those are providing or tryto provide the link that assist their business operations. Moreover, SIX SEASONS hotel will organizecorporate dinner party, cocktails party, BBQ party where most of the hosts are invited from differentorganizations.CorporateSocialResponsibility
SIX SEASONS hotel has adopted corporate social responsibility as a part of their mission. In the context ofcorporate social responsibility, SIX SEASONS hotel provides Chicken Briany every 18th day for 175persons, 20th day for 100 persons, 27th day for 100 persons and 31st day for 100 persons of a month atdifferent places those are Botomoly Orphanage at Farmget, missionary of charity at Tejgaon, JagoroniJute Holicross at Tejgaon and road side people at several areas of Dhaka city.
Moderators SIX SEASONS residence and boutique hotel
TourismManagement
SIX SEASONS provides services to tourist in terms of enjoyment as well as relaxation that includedestination attractions, hotel facilities, accessibility, image and price. For example, they provide touristattractions on the Crescent Lake in Dhaka at Bangladesh. Moreover, they also provide heritage attractionon the Lalbagh Fort and the Ahsan Manzil in Dhaka at Bangladesh. These facilities of SIX SEASONS hotelcreate strong brand image into the mind of customers (tourists).
Advertisement SIX SEASONS hotel management maintaining a very good relation with the media sectors especially theprint media as well as electronic media. They are using the integrated marketing tools in their marketingstrategy and business expansion. In this regard, they provide playground, gym, swimming pool and adultgame zone for entertainment to tourists (customers). All of these services have been shown by its officialwebsite as well as printed into authorised and authentic print media.
Brand Image of SIX SEASONS residence and boutique hotelSIX SEASONS hotel is associated with the popular name of STS (Shanta, Tropica and Sepal) Group. The name itself hasearned a lot of reputation from the market with their several business enterprises including Apollo Hospital Dhaka, ISDSchool, DPS School, Shanta Garments, LonkaBangla Finance etc. SIX SEASONS hotel serves not only staff training andmedical awareness programs twice a month for its staff members but also arranges awareness programs for SIX SEASONShotel’s customers and tries to educate them on several areas that are concerning issue to the development of hospitality
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industry. On the other hand, STS Group is associated with several services such as hospitality, heath care, education andgarments those are well-known to customers and simultaneously customers are highly experienced about STS Group atBangladesh. The top priority of SIX SEASONS hotel is quality and service. The hotel never compromise with quality at anycost and they strive to provide their guests and clients with the best service at their level best. Additionally, Customersatisfaction is their main goal. They strictly maintain a standard for which customers always keep with them. They arrangesurveys and monitor a track on customer feedback forms and also take initiatives where is needed for better performanceand keep touch with customers. SIX SEASONS hotel wants their customers feel a hotel like a home, both in the comfort andsafety perspective. SIX SEASONS hotel is fully secured with CC cameras on all floors with emergency support and theymaintain a good level of trust with their customers based on commitment and co-operation. In this regard, customers arefaithful to SIX SEASONS hotel. Due to quality services within hospitality industry, SIX SEASONS hotel becomes a trustworthybrand within hotel sector. In these circumstances, they create a space into customers’ mind and customers become a loyalnot only behavioural perspective but also attitudinal perspective. All are incurred by their actives regarding qualityservices, commitment and enthusiastic co-operation towards customers and also positive performances within hospitalityindustry at Bangladesh.
10. Result and discussionThe suggested conceptual framework of brandimage provides possible antecedents andmoderators of brand image to marketers. Along withpossible antecedents and moderators marketersmake a strong brand image as well as customerrelationship for a long period of time. Regarding astrong brand image and customer relationship,marketers take competitive advantages from targetmarkets. Indeed, nowadays modern marketing andmarket is challenging for marketers to build brandimage and sustain customer relationship for a longperiod of time. In this regard, this proposedframework should assist marketers to build brandimage and sustain as well as maintain customerrelationship for a long period of time. On the otherhand, marketers also want to create strongresonance along with corporate social responsibilityand loyalty with customers where the degree oftourism management and advertisement play asignificant role. In this perspective, this suggestedframework will assist marketers to create strongresonance along with corporate social responsibilitythat is significantly moderated by the degree oftourism management and advertisement. Themarketers will be able to do it from customerfamiliarity to a brand along with customersatisfaction, trust and attitudinal as well asbehavioural loyalty that treated as an end result ofbrand image. Thus, this suggested framework shouldinfluence marketers to construct strong brandresonance along with corporate social responsibilitywith the help of degree of tourism management andadvertisement as well as sustainable brand imagewith the help of possible conceptual framework ofbrand image. We assume that with the help of thisproposed framework, marketers will increase brandimage and customers’ knowledge level abouthospitality industry in Bangladesh. Further weassume that this framework will be highlyacknowledged by customer-based brand equity. Thisis so as a framework awareness, association,superiority, affection, resonance, corporate socialresponsibility, tourism management andadvertisement always knock to customer’sengagement about branded hotels in Bangladesh.
Finally, this proposed framework should not onlyprovide theoretical authentication that supports thesignificance of antecedents and moderators of brandimage but also will present an accomplishmentprocess which will show how the antecedents andmoderators of brand image can affect anorganization’s market performance in themarketplace. Therefore, we believe this proposedframework provides the much needed indicationthat high level of brand awareness, association,superiority, affection, resonance, corporate socialresponsibility, tourism management andadvertisement increase the probability of the effectof brand image on customer-based brand equity inthe hospitality industry in Bangladesh.
11. ConclusionThis paper discusses the conceptual frameworkof brand image that represents the antecedents andmoderators of brand image on customer-basedbrand equity in the hospitality industry inBangladesh. This paper also presents a case studyand discussed it based on the review of pertinentliteratures. As discussed in this conceptual paper,brand image creates competitive advantage ofproduct in the marketplace and enhance overallorganizational goodwill, trust and credibility in thehospitality industry at Bangladesh.
12. SuggestionsWe suggest that the antecedents and moderatorsof brand image dimensions in the context ofsuggested conceptual framework of brand imagewould be a potential for building a strong brand inthe hospitality industry in Bangladesh because theantecedents and moderators of brand image canoffer valuable managerial implications that will helpthe brand managers. Many of the ideas expressed inthis proposed conceptual framework will provide amore comprehensive picture of how branded hotelscan create brand image and sustain brand image forbrand of hotels at Bangladesh. Moreover, we believethat with the help of this proposed conceptualframework, branded hotels will be able to buildbrand image and make customer relationship into acompetitive marketplace. Overall, we suggest thatthe eight variables proposed in a conceptual
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framework of brand image namely, brandawareness, association, superiority, affection,resonance, corporate social responsibility, tourismmanagement and advertisement of the brand canenable branded hotels to create brand image andsustain brand image for a long period of time in acompetitive market towards hospitality industry atBangladesh.
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